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Setup Guide

Get the Midi Fighter Utility                                                      

The Midi Fighter Spectra requires special firmware to work with Traktor Remix Decks. The Midi Fighter 
Utility is used to load this firmware. If you do not already have the utility installed you can get it from the 
links below.

 Download For Mac

 Download For PC

Once this has been installed you will find a shortcut on your desktop if using PC, or if using Mac you can 
find the utility under Applications\Midi Fighter Utility.

To get started launch the application and connect your Midi Fighter Spectra to a spare USB port.

Note: If the Midi Fighter Utility does not detect the Midi Fighter Spectra please make sure all other  
 MIDI software has been shut down, then restart the utility and reconnect the device.

Switching Firmware

To switch to the Remix Deck firmware in the Midi Fighter utility bar simply click Tools>Alternate Firmware  
and select the Remix Deck firmware for your operating system.

It is important to note that Remix deck firmware is system specific. If you have been using the Remix 
Deck Firmware and want to use your Spectra on another system you must FIRST switch back to the 
Standard firmware, before switching firmware using the Midi Fighter Utility on the new system.

Traktor Kontrol F1 Driver (Windows Only)

If you are using Windows you must also check that the Traktor Kontrol F1 Driver is installed. You can do 
this by looking under drivers in the Update tab of the Native Instruments Service Center.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/MF_UTILITY_Installers/Midi_Fighter_Utility_OSX.pkg
https://s3.amazonaws.com/MF_UTILITY_Installers/Midi_Fighter_Utility_OSX.pkg
https://s3.amazonaws.com/MF_UTILITY_Installers/Midi+Fighter+Utility+Win.exe
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Once you have loaded the Remix Deck Firmware onto your Midi Fighter Spectra you are ready to start 
using the Remix Decks with Traktor.

Note: Remix Decks are only available in Traktor 2.5 and newer.

Assigning a Deck                                                      

Connect your Midi Fighter Spectra, and launch Traktor.

The Midi Fighter will now display a four LED cursor which corresponds to the quadrant of the deck it will 
be assigned to. 

To confirm the current assignment press an arcade trigger in the blinking quadrant, to change to another 
quadrant press and hold an arcade trigger in the new quadrant untill you see the cursor move. 

Once the deck assignment has been confirmed the cursor will dissapear and you are ready to start using 
the remix decks.

If you do not see a cursor try the following.

 1) Make sure at least one deck is set as a remix deck. 

 2) Open Preferences>Kontrol F1 and click the “Reset F1” button

 3) Check that you are using Traktor 2.5 or newer

Using The Remix Decks
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Controlling The Remix Decks

When using the Midi Figher Spectra remix deck firmware the side buttons can be configured with various 
remix deck functions. This section describes how to use the remix decks with the default side button con-
trols, the following section describes all the available control settings in full detail.

Find a remix pack in your Traktor library then drag and drop it into the selected remix deck. You should see 
the Midi Fighter Spectra display update to reflect the clip colors of the current remix deck page.

Each remix deck has four slots, with 16 clips per slot over four pages. You can simultaneously play one clip 
per slot.

Clips have two different play modes, single shot and loop. A single shot clip will stop playing once it 
reaches the end, a loop will repeat.

To launch a clip just press the corresponding arcade trigger, if you press it again while it is still playing it 
will re-trigger. To stop a clip hold Left Side Button 3 and press the corresponding arcade trigger.

Clip launching can be quantized, to toggle quantize press the Quantize (RHS2) button, to change the 
quantize setting press and hold the Quantize button, the Midi Fighter Spectra display will change to 
present 8 different options. The actual value of each option is display on the Traktor Interface. Pressing an 
illuminated arcade trigger will choose a new quantize value.

Right Side Button 1 is the Remix Deck Shift Button. This allows you to toggle Key Lock, FX Send, Monitor, 
& Punch In for each of the four slots in each Remix Deck.

Finally Right Side Button 3 is “HID Toggle” this toggles the device between remix deck control and stan-
dard MIDI mode. This allows you to also use the Midi Fighter Spectra with any of our standard mappings.

Slot 1

Slot 2

Slot 3

Slot 4
Page Up

Page Down

Bank Stop

Shift

Quantize

HID Toggle
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Midi Fighter Utility Device Settings

When using the Remix Deck Firmware the following additional device settings are available under “Side 
Key Remix Functions”

HID Mode MIDI Control

Under HID Mode you will find two check boxes which allow you to enable MIDI messages for the Arcade 
Triggers, or Side Buttons while in Remix Deck mode. This can be useful for creating mappings where 
effects are layered over the sample triggers.

Remix Deck Side Button Functions

You can assign any of the following remix deck functions to the side buttons of the Midi Fighter Spectra.

 HID Toggle
 Toggles between Remix Deck Mode and standard MIDI mode. 

 Size
 Holding Size in combination with the arcade trigger of a given sample allows you to increase or  
 decrease the sample length by using the Page Up/Page Down keys. 

 Type
 Pressing Type toggles Type Selection mode. In this mode there are four states/pages of controls  
 which effect the playback of samples. You can use the Page Up/Page Down keys to move be  
 tween each page, Page Up/Page Down will not change the sample page in this mode.

 Gate   In this state samples will only play while the trigger is held down, this will  
    not effect samples which are already playing.
  
 Play Type     In this state you can toggle the sample play back type between single shot  
    and loop by pressing the associated arcade trigger. Samples set to Loop will  
    appear green, whereas samples set to single shot will appear blue.

 Trigger Type In this state you can toggle the sample trigger type between latched
     (default) and Gated for each sample. Samples set to gate will appear yellow  
    and only play while the triger is held, whereas samples set to latched will  
    appear purple.

 Sync Type  In this state you can toggle the sample sync type between Synced and   
    Un-Synced. Samples set to Synced will appear Orange and sync to   
    the master if Sync is enabled for that deck. Samples set to Un-Synced will  
    appear white and will never sync regardles of if sync is enabled for that   
    deck.  
 
 Reverse
 Holding reverse in combination with the arcade trigger of currently playing clip will reverse play  
 back direction for this clip. If you release Reverse while holding a trigger play back will latch to  
 reverse for that sample.
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          Shift
 Allows you to control toggle Key Lock, FX Send, Monitor Send, & Punch In for each slot.
 Punch In if enabled when launching a new clip it will start from the same playback position as any  
 other clip currently active in the same slot.

 
 Quantize
 Toggles Quantize, if held allows you to select the quantize size using the arcade triggers
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 Sync
 Toggles Sync for this deck

 Page Down
 Moves the focus to the next page of clips

 Page Up
 Moves the focus to the previous page of clips

 Bank Mute
 Holding Bank Mute then pressing an arcade trigger in a given slot will toggle Mute for that slot.

 Bank Stop
 Holding Bank Stop then pressing an arcade trigger in a given slot will stop playback in that slot.

 

Key Lock

FX Send

Monitor

Punch In
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 Deck Assign
 Holding Deck Assign forces Midi Fighter Spectra back into deck assignment mode. This function  
 requires a MIDI map to work. Refer to Appendix 1 for a description of how to add this functionality  
 to any mapping.

 Deck Up
 Deck Up will move the deck assignment back to the next available remix deck. Holding the button  
 will display a cursor to indicate which deck is currently selected.

 Deck Down
 Deck Down will move the deck assignment forwards to the next available remix deck. Holding the  
 button will display a cursor to indicate which deck is currently selected.
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Appendix 1
Advanced MIDI Features

1. Deck Assign

For the single button deck assign feature to work the Midi Fighter has to know which decks are set as 
Remix Decks. To allow this add the following outputs to your mapping.

 Control:  Deck Flavour Selector
 I/O Type:  Output
 Map to:  Ch03 E7
 Assignment: Deck A
 MIDI Range: 0-127
 Blend:  Enabled

 Control:  Deck Flavour Selector
 I/O Type:  Output
 Map to:  Ch03 F7
 Assignment: Deck B
 MIDI Range: 0-127
 Blend:  Enabled

 Control:  Deck Flavour Selector
 I/O Type:  Output
 Map to:  Ch03 F#7
 Assignment: Deck A
 MIDI Range: 0-127
 Blend:  Enabled

 Control:  Deck Flavour Selector
 I/O Type:  Output
 Map to:  Ch03 G7
 Assignment: Deck D
 MIDI Range: 0-127
 Blend:  Enabled

2. Synced Deck Focus

The deck focus of the Midi Fighter in remix mode is independant of the deck focus in MIDI mode. By add-
ing the following MIDI assignments you can make the MIDI focus follow the remix deck focus.

 Make sure that deck focus control is set to software in the Global Setting Menu.

 Control:  Deck Focus Selector
 I/O Type:  Input 
 Map to:  Ch03 C#8
 Assignment: Global 
 Set to Value: Deck A

 Control:  Deck Focus Selector
 I/O Type:  Input 
 Map to:  Ch03 D8
 Assignment: Global 
 Set to Value: Deck B

 Control:  Deck Focus Selector
 I/O Type:  Input 
 Map to:  Ch03 D#8
 Assignment: Global 
 Set to Value: Deck C

 Control:  Deck Focus Selector
 I/O Type:  Input 
 Map to:  Ch03 E8
 Assignment: Global 
 Set to Value: Deck D
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